
9.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the ways in which multivariate structural time series
models can be used to describe the features and properties of economic time
series, thereby establishing a set of stylized facts. An introduction to these
models can be found in Harvey (1989, Chapter 8). A new feature introduced here
is the way in which we construct cyclical components which, although different
for different series, have common parameters. Thus the cycles i~ the different
series have similar properties; in particular, their movements are centred around
the same period. This seems eminently reasonable if th~ cyclical movements all
arise as aresult of a common business cycle. As regards the trends themselves,
constraints can be imposed so that there are fewer trends than series. The idea of
imposing common trends is often a very natural one, for example when the series
all have the same underlying source of growth. On the other hand, it is sometimes
the case that economic theory suggests constraints arising from long-run cointe-
grating relationships. Both interpretations are possible within our framework, the
cointegration interpretation being based on a triangular representation similar to
that in Phillips (1991).

'Having established the stylized facts associated with a group of series, the next
step may be to try to construct models which aim to capture the dynamic
interactions between them. In some circumstances, such models may have
advantages over the widely used vector autoregressive (VAR) representations.
For example, if the data are weIl represented by slowly changing trends upon
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which are superimposed short-tenn movements, the differenced observations
will be almost non-invertible, leading to long lags, many parameters, and unit
root and cointegration tests with poor properties. Multivariate structural time
series models are designed to handle this kind of situation. Because trends are
modelled explicitly, short-tenn dynamics can be captured by a low-order VAR.
Co-integration appears when there are common trends as in Harvey and Stock
(1988). Thus although structural time series models are a way of presenting
stylized facts, they start to become behavioural models once we start rii~
restrictions, introducing short-run dynamics and including exogenous variables
in some of the equations.

The approach is illustrated with a number of applications. The roodels were
fitled using the STAMP 5.0 package, described in Koopman el al. (1995). The
power of a modem computer, coupled with the theoretical and computational
advances described in Koopman (1993) and Koopman and Shephard (1992),
allows even the extensive calculations required for a roultivariate model to be
carried out very quickly thereby opening the way to full data exploration.
Graphical analysis of residuals, components and forecasts plays a key role.

9.2 UNIVARlATE STRUCTURAL TIME SERIES MODELS

A typical univariate structural time series model for economic data is

Yt = ,ut + rt+ 1Pt + ft t = 1, ..., T ft""' NID(O, a;) (1)

where ,ut, rt and 1Pt are trend, seasonal and cyclical components, respectively.
These components depend on disturbances which al1ow them to change over
time rather than being deterministic. The disturbances are independent of each
other and of the irregular component, ft. The definitions of the components are
given below, but a fu11 explanation of the underlying rationale can be found in

Harvey (1989, Chapter 2).
The stochastic trend component is defined as

,ut = ,ut-! + fJt-! + rJt rJt""' NID(O, a~)

(2)
fJl = fJt-! + ~t ~t ""' NID(O, a~)

where the level and slope disturbances, rJt and ~t, respectively, are mutually
uncorrelated. When a~ i.s ~er~ we have a ~ando~ walk plus d~ift, and when a~ is
zero as weIl a determmIstlc lmear trend IS obtamed. A relatlvely smooth trend,
related to a cubic spline, results when a zero value of a~ is coupled with a
positive a~; Young (1984) calls this model an 'integrated random walk'.

The seasonal has the dummy variabIe form

Q) I rv NID(O, a~) (3)ft = f t-l + + rt-s+1 +(J),
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where ).j = 2Jrj/s is frequency, in radians, and Wj.t and W;t are two mutually
uncorrelated white-noise disturbances with zero means and common variance
a~. For s even [s/2] = s/2, while for s odd, [s/2] = (s -I)/2. For s even, the
component atj = s/2 collapses to

j = s/2'Yi.t = 'Yi.t-l COSÀ.j + Wj.t (6)

When the disturbances have zero variance, the dummy variabIe and trigono-
metric models give identical deterministic seasonal pattems.

The statistical specification of a cycle, 1JI I, is as follows:

[ cosA.c sinA.c
-p
--sinA.c cosA.c[ ~f] ] [ 1/Jt;I ] + [ ,,~]1/Jt-1 "t 0, T (7)t=

where Àc is frequency, in radians; in the range O < Àc < Jr:, Kt and Ki are two
mutually uncorrelated white-noise disturbances with zero means and c(jmmon
variance a~, and p is a dampingfactor. Note that the period is 2Jr:/À.c. Por some
purposes it is useful to take the variance of 1/' 10 rather than the variance of Kt, as
the unknown parameter. Then, since a~ = (1 -p2)a~, a deterministic cycle is
obtained when p = I; see Harvey and Streibel (1996).

9.3 MULTIVARIATE MODELS

9.3.1 Seemingly Unrelated Time Series Equations

Now consider a model for an N X 1 vector of observations, y t, that is,

Yt=/lt+rt+t/Jt+t:t (8)

In the seemingly unrelated time series equations (SUTSE) model, each series is
modelled as in the univarlate case, but the disturbances may be correlated across
series. Thus if t:t = (lt, ...,Nt)' is the irregular disturbance,

Var(t) = I;é (9)

The other disturbances similarly become vectors which have N X N covariance



E«(J)it(J)~') = O i = 1, 2, ..., [s/2]

and all disturbances at different frequencies are independent.

9.3.2 Homogeneous Models

A SUTSE model is said to be homogeneous when the covariance matrices
driving the disturbances are 7proportional to each other. For example, the
homogeneity restriction for the multivariate locallevel model

Yt=Jlt+Et Et""'NID(O,I:J
(11)

PI = Pt-l + '11 '11 .-v NID(O, 1::rJ)

where 1::( and 1::rJ are N X N covariance matrices is 1::rJ = qrJ1::( where qrJ is the
signal-to-noise ratio. This means that all the series in y I have the same dynamic
properties, that is, the same autocorrelation function for the stationary form of
the model. -A homogeneous model is a rather special case but it is easy to
estimate and because the signal-to-noise ratios are the same for al1 the series,
they can be estimated with an N-fold gain in efficiency; see Harvey (1989,

Chapter 8).

9.3.3 Similar Cycles

Cycles may be introduced into the model. We impose the constraint that p and À.
are the same for the cycles in each series and set

E(KtK~) = E(K;K; ') = I:K E(KtK; ') = O (12)

where Kt and Ki are N X 1 vectors ofthe disturban.ces in equation (7) and I:K is
an N x N covariance matrix. The model allows the disturbances to be correlated
across the series. Imposing the restriction that the damping factor and the
frequency be the same in all series means that the cycles have the same
properties, that is, the same A CF and spectrum. We call them similar cycles. The
strength 'of a cycle in a particular series depends on the variance bfits
disturbance.

The dynamic interactions between the cycles are captured by the auto-
covariance matrices of",t which are given by

rw(-r) = {1/(1- 02)tO'COSÀ.r-rI:.. 03)



Pij(t') = {p'COSÀ.ct'}pij(O) i, j = 1, ..., N (14)

Note that each Pij(O), for i, j = 1, ..., N, is equal to the corresponding element

in the correlation matrix derived from the ~K matrix.
The hypothesis of similar cycles can be tested by fitting the unrestricted model

andcarrying out an LR test. However, similar cycles are quite plausible on prior
grounds and if the hypothesis is true there is a gain in efficiency from pooling
the information in all the series. Por example, in the special case wheil À.c = O so
that each c:ycle is an AR(l) process, and there are no other components so that
tP t is observed directly, it can be shown that the asymptotic variance of the ML
estimator of o is

Avar(p) = (1 -p1/TN (15)

which is N times sma11er than the asymptotic variance of the ML estimator from
a single series.

Similar cycles are not intended to capture any interactions between the series;
indeed it is easy to show that the similar cycle component is Granger non-causal.
Furthermore, aggregation of similar cycles leaves the properties unchanged.

9.3.4 Vector Autoregression (VAR)

A stationary VAR may be included in equation (8) as an altemative to, or even as
well as, a cycle. Thus

"'t = 4»1"'t-1 + ...+ 4»p"'t-p + Kt Kt rv NID(O, E,,) (16)

Within a numerical optimization procedure, the constraints on the matrices E"
and 4»i, for i = 1, ..., p, needed to keep a VAR(p) process stationary may be

imposed by means of an algorithm given by Ansley and Kohn ( 1986).
Althougb a VAR(I) can produce cycles, it bas different properties from the

similar cycle model, in that inorder to produce cycles tbe off-diagonal elements
of 4»i, for i = 1, ..., p, must be non-zero. This implies some kind of Granger

causality. Tbus a VAR of order at least two is needed to give similar dynamics to
the similar cycle model. Of course, if tbere is Granger causality in", t, the
VAR(I) may give a better fit.

9.4 COMMON TRENDS AND COINTEGRATION

In a common factor model, some or all of the components are driven by
disturbance vectors w.ith less than N elements. Recognition of common factors
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yields models which may not only have an interesting interpretation but may also
provide more efficient inferences and forecasts. In terms of a SUTSE model, the
presence of common factors means that the covariance matrices of the relevant
disturbances are less than full rank.

9.4.1 Common Levels

Consider the local level model ( II) but suppose that the rank of 1:1] is K < N .
The model then contains only K underlying level components. These common
levels are a special case of what are called common trends in the econometric
literature. With an appropriate ordering of the series the model may be written as

Yt = 911; +11(J + lt lt "' NID(O, 1:J (17)

II;= II~-I + 11; 11; "' NID(O, 1:t) (18)

where II ; and 11 ; are K X 1 vectors, 9 is an N x K matrix of the form
9 = (IK, B')' , 1:t is a K X K positive definite matrix and II (J is an N X 1 vector
in which the first K elements are zeroes and the last N -K elements are

contained in a vector li.
The model may also be written as

Yt = 9*lIi +11(J +lt lt "' NID(O, 1:J (19)

pi = lIi-1 + 1Ii 1Ii "' NID(O, I) (20)

where lIi = (I:t)-1/211; and 9~ = 9(1:t)I/2 is a matrix of factor loadings.
When there is more than one common factor, they are not unique. A factor
rotation may give components with amore interesting interpretation; see Section

9.7.2.

9.4.2 Common Slopes

The multivariate locallinear trend model is

Yt = "t + ft ft'rv NID(O, I;J (21)

"t ="t-l +Pt-1 +'1t '1t rv NID(O, I;1J) (22)

Pt = Pt-1 + "t "t rv NID(O, I;~) (23)

We fust consider the case where the covariance matrix of the slope disturbances
is of rank KfJ but the covariance matrix of levels is nul1 (I;1J = 0) so that the

estimated trends are relatively smooth. Following equation (17) above, the model

may be reformu1ated as

ft"" NID(O, E,)y t = 9Jl1t + Jl6t + f-t
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(25)
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pt t = p t t + ptt
t t-l t-l

pt t - p t t + rtt rtt rv NID ( O ~tt )t -t-l ~t ~t , r.

such that the fust K.B elements ~ POl are zeroes and the remainder are contained
in an (N -K) X 1 vector li + pt. If K.B = 1 and we feel a priori t!!at the series
have exactly the same growth rate we set 8 to a vector of ones and p = 0. In this
case thetrend components in the forecast functions are parallel.

In the general case when the level covariance matrix is of rank K/.l, one way of
writing the model is

Et "" NID(O, 1::JYt = e,.Jl1 + 9.8Jl1t +Jl6t + ft

where Pt is a KfA X 1 vector of random walks as in equation (17), pt t is

a K.8 X 1 vector of integrated random walks as in equation (26) and p(jt
contains the appropriate number of constants and slopes. If KfA = K.8 and
e fA = e.8 ' the slope can be incorporated into the level giving a single set of

KfA stochastic trends. If, in addition, ~~t is proportional to ~t, the model is
'partially homogeneous' and the KfA trends can be written with independent
standardized disturbances for both level and slope, thereby generalizing equation
(19).

9.4.3 Cointegration

The presence of common trends implies cointegration. Thus in the local level
model, there exists r = N- K cointegrating row vectors in an r X N matrix A,
such that Ayt is stationary; see Engle and Granger (1987). This means that
A9 = 0. Two questions then arise: can we estimate A from 8 and can we

estimate A directly?
Suppose equation (17) is partitioned into the first K and last r rows, that is

Ylt=Jlt+f:lt

Y2t = BIlt + ïi + E2t t= I, ., T

Ir the observations are transronned by pre-multiplying by an N X N matrix

[ IK

Ai :21
where A = (Al, Az), the fust K equations in equation (28) remain the same

while the last r become

A1ylt + A2Y2t = A2#+A1llt + A?l?t ..Tt=
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Now AI and A2 sbould contain tbe same number of unknown parameters as B
riamely Kr. Further, if the likelibood of tbe transformed model is to be the same
as tbe original, tbe determinant of tbe transforming matrix sbould be one. The
simplest way of enforcing these restrictions is to set A2 = Ir. Then tbe system
becomes

t
Ylt=Jlt+Elt

(30)
Y2t = Bylt +ïï + {é2t -Bélt

because AI = -B. This is a special case of the triangular representation of a

cointegration model analysed in Phillips (1991, 1994). With system estimation
the t-statistics on elements of B can be treated as asymptotically normal.

The above triangular representation has the interpretation that the second set
of equations are the cointegrating relationships, while the fust set contain the
common trends. Estimation of the common tr~nds model (17) and the triangular
cointegration model should, in principle, give the same results. However, the
triangular system may be easier to estimate as the elements of B can be treated
as the coefficients of explanatory variables.

The cointegrating equations should hopefully have some economic interpreta-
tion. The plausibility of the fitted model can then be assessed and tests on the
coefficients can be carried out. ff further restrictions can be placed on the B
matrix, there is the possibility of gains in efficiency. Such restrictions are
overidentifying. However, the transformation leading to equation (30) is arbi-
trary, and may not lend itself to an econoinic interpretation and hence to
overidentifying restrictions. Returning to equation (29), we see that exact
identifiability requires r2 restrictions on A to bring the number of free para-
meters down to Kr. This requires r restrictions on each row of A, including a
normalizing constant. If the other r -1 restrictions are achieved by setting
elements to zero, this must be done in such a way that the square matrix of order
r -1, formed from the elements of the other rows of A in the same columns as
the zeroes, is of full rank. This is exactly the same as the rank condition in a
classical simultaneous equations model. (Setting A2 = Ir obviously satisfies this
condition.) Further restrictions are overidentifying, 'and may be incorporated in
to the common trends form by setting B = -A21 AI.

The cointegrating interpretation continues to hold if the trends contain
stochastic slopes. Thus, for example, with smooth trends the system is cointe-
grated of order (2, 2), written CI(2, 2). The series are 1(2) and there is a
combination of them which is stationary; see Engle and Granger (1987). The
triangular representation is as before but with the inclusion of a set of time trends
in the cointegrating equations. More generally, with common levels and slopes it
should be apparent from equation (27) that there are two sets of cointegrating
vectors, one to annihilate the stochastic slopes, that is, with the property
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A9/3 = 0, the other to remove the stochastic levels. If 9# = 9/3 the two sets of

cointegrating vectors are identical, because the stochastic levels and slopes are
contained within the same set of trend components.

9.4.4 Illustrative Examples

Two simple trivarlate examples may help to illustrate the relationship between
the common trends and triangular representations. In both cases, it should be
borne in mind that the stationary component would, in practice, be modelled by a
more general process than white noise; see Section 9.5.

Balanced Growth

Suppose there is a single common trend in the logarithms of income,
consumption and investment, so that N = 3, r = 2. Then 9 = (1, ()I, ()V'. If
there is balanced growth then ()I = ()2 = 1. The common trend is associated

with income and the two cointegrating equations correspond to the 'great ratios'
of consumption and investment to income; see King et al. (1991). In other
words.

-I 0A = r-B 12] =

0

Money Demand

Economic theory on money demand suggests a cointegrating relationship be-
tween the Iogarithm of real money balances, the Iogarithm of real income and
the nominal interest rate; that is, N = 3, r = I. Thus Bis a (I X 2) row vector

containing the coefficients of income and the interest rate, and the two stochastic
trends can be associated with each of these variables. Some judgement as to how
reasonable the estimates are can be made from economic considerations; at the
minimum theory suggests what the signs should be.

ff income follows a smooth trend rather then a random walk, the system may
be written in the form (30), that is,

( 0
( :, ) = ( ut+ ttut + .ufJt + f:t

Ov

, 1 ,

0

, ./ \ (Jr / \ , /

The cointegrating row vector ( -(Jr, -(Jy, 1) removes the stochastic slope and the

stochastic level, giving a money demand equation with a stationary disturbance

term (plus a deterministic constant and slope ).
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9.5 SEASONALS, CYCLES AND EXPLANATORY
VARlABLES

278

9.5.1 Common Seasonals

Common factors in seasonality implies a reduction in the number of disturbances
driving changes in the seasonal pattems. It does not imply any similarity in
seasonal patterns unless the deterministic seasonal components outside the
common seasonals are set to zero. Thus suppose, for simplicity, that the series
contam only seasonals and irregular components. Then,

Yt=9,,/~+,,/8t+t:t t:t",NID(O,I:J (31)

where the last N -K elements "/8t contain fixed seasonal effects.
For trigonometric seasonals it is possible, in principle, to have different

disturbance covariance matrices for each of the seasonal frequencies, thereby
allowing common factors in some frequencies but not in others. This implies
seasonal cointegration at different frequencies; see Hylleberg el al. (1990).
However, ruIl seasonal cointegration, that is, common factors at all frequencies,
is straightforward in this framework.

9.5.2 Common Cycles

A model with common trends and common cycles could be written

Yt=9,Jlt+Jl9+91/I"'t+t (32)

where 91/1 is N X K. It is not necessary to include a vector of constant terms
corresponding to Jl9 for the level since the expectation of a cycle is zero.

It should be clear that common cycles embody much stronger restrictions than
similar cycles. Thus with two series and one common cycle, one cycle would be
proportional to the other. Cornmon cycles are like the common feature cycles of
Engle and Kozicki (1993).

(33)

vector ofvector of explanatorv variables and w, is a K* Xwhere x, is a K X

9.5.3 Explanatory Variables

Explanatory variables and interventions may be included in multivariate models.
Thus equation (8) generalizes to
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interventions. Elements in the parameters' matrices, «I», D and A may be
specified to be zero, thereby excluding certain variables from particular

equations.

9.5.4 Common Trends and Other Components

If, in equation (33), only the trends contain common factors, a transfonnation
similar to equation (30) can be applied. This yields

r s
Ylt = 81.u1 + Ylt + t/Jlt + L c()ITYt-T + L DITXt-T + AIWt + Elt

T=I T-O

r s
Y2t = Bylt + y;t + t/J;t + L c();TYt-T + L D;TXt-T + A;wt + E;t

T=l ,=0

where yit = Ylt -By2t, cI>;T = c()IT -B"cf)2T, and similarly for the other compo-

nents and parameter matrices. Unless there are restrictions on these components

and parameter matrices in the original formulation, there are no restrictions in

the triangu1ar form. In other words, the seasonals and cycles can be specified as

before and estimated with the transformed parameters. This result does not hold

if "'t is a VAR rather than a set of similar cycles.

9.6 A TESTBED EXAMPLE: MINKS AND MUSKRATS

The two series of showing the numbers of skins of minks and muskrats traded
annually by the Hudson Bay Company in Canada from 1848 to 1909 have been
studied extensively in the time series literature. As aresult they provide a useful
testbed for new techniques. There is a known prey-predator relationship be-
tween the two species and this gives rise to inter-linked cycles. Chan and Wallis
(1978) carried out analysis and modelling within a multivariate ARMA frame-
work. They fust detrended by quadratic regression on both series. The approach
adopted here fits trend components as part of the overall model.

First, a model was fitled with similar cycles in order to establish the joint
stylized facts associated with the two series. The last three observations were
omitled as they are somewhat atypical. The trends are relatively smooth, not
unlike the quadratics fitled by Chan and Wallis. The smoothness arises because
the level variances were constrained to be zero. The cycles have a period
parameter of 10.3 years. Figure 9.1 shows the minks and muskrats series together
with their trends, while Figure 9.2 plots the two cycles together. By shifting the
plots of the cycles backwards and forwards it is found, after some experimenta-
tion, that the mink cvcle leads the muskrat cvcle bv about three periods, the
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Figure 9.1 Mink and muskrat series with estimated trends

Figure 9.2 Mink and muskratestimated cycles

correlation being 0.62. These results are consistent with the findings of Chan and
Wallis (1978). It is interesting that the covariance matrix ofthe slope variance is
singular, implying that the system is CI(2, 2).

Fitting a VAR(l) instead of similar cycles gave coefficients which were again
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Figure 9.3 Mink and muskrat forecasts based on VAR(l) model

similar ta thase reparted in Chan and Wallis. Far exarnple, the V AR caefficient

matrix is estimated as

0.573 0.282
-0.685 0.659

4»=

The VAR model captures a simple behavioural system in which a rise in the
population of muskrats is folIowed by a rise in the popwation of minks, and a
subsequent fall in the population of muskrats. Figure 9.3 shows the forecasts for

the VAR(l) model.
Although the original similar c.Ycle model does not have a specification which

can capture the dynamic interacrions of the second model, it presents a robust set
of stylized facts which provide a starting point for further analysis.

9.7 ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS

9.7.1 G NP and Investment

Harvey and Jaeger (1993) successfully fitled a plausible univariate structural time
series model with trend and cycle components to US G NP. However, the likeli-
hood function is quite fiat, and the hyperparameters of the trend plus cycle model
can be estimated more precisely by carrying out joint estimation with another
series, such as investment. A bivariate model was originally estimated with level
disturbance terms, but the associated covariance matrix was relatively small and
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found to be statistically insignificant when a LR test was carried out. The zero
level variances result in quite smooth trends, as shown in Figure 9.4. The variance
ofthe irregular component for G NP was estimated as zero. As in the mink-musk-
rat example the slope disturbances are perfectly correlated and so the system is
CI(2, 2). Figure 9.5 shows the cycles in G NP and investment on the same graph.

Figure 9.4 US G NP and Investment series with estimated trends

Figure 9.5 US G NP and Investment estimated cycles
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9.7.2 Stochastic Volatility

Let Yt be a series such as stock returns or the difference of logged exchange
rates. Such a series will normally be white noise. However, it may not be
independent because of serial dependence in the variance. This may be modelled
bv

Yt = UtEt = UEtexp(ht/2) er rv IID(O, I) t = 1, ., T n4)

where

ht+l = <jJht + 1]t 1]t f'V NID(O, a~) I<jJI ~ 1 \~~J

The tenn a2 is a scale factor, <jJ is the autoregressive parameter and 1Jt is a
disturbance tenn which in the simplest model is uncorrelated with et. This
stochastic volatility (SV) model has two attractions relative to the popular
GARCH class of models. The first is that it is the natural discrete time analogue
of the continuous time model used in papers on option pricing, such as HuIl and
White (1987). The second is that its statistical properties are easy to detennine.
Maximum likelihood estimation can be carried out by computationally intensive
simulation techniques such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods;
see Shephard (1995) for a survey. A quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) proce-
dure is not efficient but is relatively easy to apply. This method is based on
transfonning the observations to give:

log y; = K + ht + ~t t = I, ..., T (36)

(~,,\

where

'gt = logE; -E(logE;) and " = loga2 + E(logE;) (37)

The state space fonn provides the basis for QML estimation via the Kalman tilter
and also enables smoothed estimates of the variance component, ht, to be
constructed and predictiQns made. One attraction of the QML approach is that it
can be applied without the assumption of a particwar distribution for E t.

Harvey, Ruiz and Shephard (1994) use the QML approach to examine the
volatility in the daily exchange rates of the US dollar against the British pound,
the deutschmark, the Swiss franc and the yen. The multivariate model for the
exchange data is based on the multivariate locallevel model (11) so each series
is generated by a stochastic volatilitymodel, with the volatility process following
random walks. The disturbances in the different series are correlated with each
other, the covariance matrices ofthe vectors it and 1/t being denoted by 1;e and
1;1], respectively. If 1;1] is singular, there are common trends in volatility. On the
basis of an examination of the principal components and eigenvalues of the
estimate of 1;1], Harvey, Ruiz and Shephard (1994) decided that the number of
common trends was two. A rotation of the common trends leads to a useful
interpretation, namely that there is a world common trend in volatility, which
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together with another trend, which captures the difference between the yen and
the three European currencies.

Another possibility to consider is whether there is any dynamic interaction
between the various volatilities. Por example, does the volatility in the deutsch-
mark lead the volatility in the pound? One way of investigating such issues is to
let the vector ofvolatilities, hl' follow a stationary VAR process.

9.7.3 Interest Rates

Figure 9.6 shows UK quarterly long- and short-term interest rates, as represented
by the yield on 20-year gilts and the 91-day Treasury bill rate. The 'spread'
between the two rates is an important variabIe in assessing theories of the term
structure of interest rates; see Mills (1993, pp. 26-8,225). After 1970 the series
become considerably more volatile as the UK entered a period of relatively high
inflation. We therefore fust estimate the multivariate locallevel model (11) using
data up to the end of 1970 only. The results show that the trends are perfectly
correlated, while the cycle is present only in the short rate series, where it
reduces to an AR(l) with coefficient 0.68. Thus the trend in the short series is
just a linear function of the actual observations on the long series. The factor
loading matrix shows that the common trend loads 0.27 on the long rate and 0.29
on the short (the same as the respective standard deviations of the level
disturbance in the two series). If these loadings are taken to be the same, the
multivariate model implies that the spread variabIe, i.e. ylt -Y2t, is a stationary

AR(l).

Figure 9.6 Long and short interest rate series and spread
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Constructing a completély satisfactory model for the whole period is difficult.
Given the nature of the data, it is perhaps not surprising that the model fitled to
the earlier period fails the normality and heteroscedasticity tests. Nevertheless, it
still provides an informative de scription of the data. The random walk trends are
no longer perfectly correlated and a plot shows how in the 1980s they move so as
to be much closer together. The cross-plot is also interesting in the way it shows
a shift in the relationship.

9.8 DETRENDING

The common practice of detrending prior to any kind of analysis or modelling is
not, in general, to be recommended. Nelson and Kang (1981) showed how fitting
a linear trend to a non-stationary time series could result in spurious cycles, and
more recently Harvey and Jaeger (1993) and King and Rebeno (1993) have
shown how similar effects can arise from the use of the more flexible Hodrick-
Prescott detrending filter. The attraction of fitting a structural time series model
is that the components are estimated simultaneously and so they are not distorted
by any prior operations which may have been carried out.

The similar cycle model provides a reasonably robust model for the short-run
component, but it embodies no interactions. In theory a more complex model,
such as a V AR (p ), may be fitted together with the trend, but this may not be
easy in practice. It may therefore be necessary to contemplate the possibility of
detrending the data, using either a univariate model with cycle or a multivariate
model with a cycle and, possibly, common trend restrictions. A short-ruri inodel
can then be fitted to the detrended series. (It may also be appropriate to remove
seasonal components in a similar way). Once the short-run model has been
estimated, its parameters may be inserted into a Ml structural time series model
for forecasting purposes.

Although fitting a model to series detrended in this way has some practical
appeal, it should be stressed that it win not give the same results as including a
component with the same specification in a fun model and estimating it
simultaneously with the trend; see Harvey and Koopman (1992). In fact, as
pointed out in Maravan (1993), the detrended series win be strictly non-
invertible, so in theory an autoregressive approximation is impossible.
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